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Chris Harvey

From: Claire Hoque [claire.hoque@ccsemc.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 1:36 PM
To: Chris Harvey; Chris Harvey -TCB
Cc: Tina Chu
Subject: answer: Qualcomm Incorporated, FCC ID: J9CGOBI2000-H,  Assessment NO.: AN10T0098, 

Notice#1

Attachments: SAR report_OET65+RSS102(Rev on 0212).pdf; 80-VP948-19_B_HP_C2PC_History.pdf

SAR 
_OET65+RSS102(Re

80-VP948-19_B_H
P_C2PC_History....

Hi Chris,

Pls see answer below, and pls issue cert. by Feb.16.

1. The FCC requires applications for Class II PC (C2PC) to include an exhibit listing the 
history of all previous approvals indicating the reason for each C2PC application.  Please
supply this required exhibit for this C2PC application.
[answer]Attached is an official copy of the FCC C2PC history document.

2. The SAR report indicates that FCC KDB 447498 was used, but this FCC guidance requires 
several orientations of tablet or convertible computers to be tested for SAR compliance, 
including orientations of the sides of the tablet touching the phantom (see KDB 447498 D01
Mobile Portable RF Exposure V04, section 4b) for guidance.  Please perform additional 
testing as needed and update the SAR test report.
[answer]Of the 6 possible orientations, only 1 (lapheld tablet configuration) is 
applicable. The remainder are either mobile condition or disabled via software. A revised 
test report is attached, some additional pertinent language has been added to page 6.

3. Please confirm that the Diversity AUX Antenna is only for receive and does not 
transmit.  If this AUX antenna transmits then there may be additional testing necessary.
[answer]Diversity AUX antenna for Gobi2000 module is always receive only, and does not 
transmit.

Thanks,

Claire Hoque 

UL CCS
47173 Benicia Street
Fremont, CA 94538, USA
Tel: (510) 771-1123
Fax: (510) 661-0888

-----Original Message-----
From: Chris Harvey
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 12:55 PM
To: Thu Chan
Cc: Chris Harvey; Claire Hoque
Subject: Qualcomm Incorporated, FCC ID: J9CGOBI2000-H, Assessment NO.:
AN10T0098, Notice#1

Dear Claire and Thu,
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You are listed as the Technical Contact for the above referenced TCB application.  The 
following items need to be resolved before the review can be continued:

1. The FCC requires applications for Class II PC (C2PC) to include an exhibit listing the 
history of all previous approvals indicating the reason for each C2PC application.  Please
supply this required exhibit for this C2PC application.

2. The SAR report indicates that FCC KDB 447498 was used, but this FCC guidance requires 
several orientations of tablet or convertible computers to be tested for SAR compliance, 
including orientations of the sides of the tablet touching the phantom (see KDB 447498 D01
Mobile Portable RF Exposure V04, section 4b) for guidance.  Please perform additional 
testing as needed and update the SAR test report.

3. Please confirm that the Diversity AUX Antenna is only for receive and does not 
transmit.  If this AUX antenna transmits then there may be additional testing necessary.

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above 
referenced application. Failure to provide the requested information within 30 days of the
original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee.
Also, please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be 
submitted. Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to 
the e-mail address listed below the name of the sender. 

Best regards, 

Chris Harvey
Charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com 


